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Across

1 Cycled through wood 
on a curved path (5)

4 Release collection of 
Norse poetry, 
drawing outsiders to 
heart to see words of 
rage (4,4)

8 Porter perhaps 
harbours exhausted 
Nazis and 
controversial director, 
quietly giving soldiers 
the slip to get to old 
city. (14)

10 Can calculate true 
mean with variance 
(8)

11 Unpaid runners retain 
record and get about 
fastest speed possible, 
showing great fibre 
(6)

12 I bet lunch could be 
cause of going up a 
dress size or two 
(2,3,4)

15 Essential ingredient 
of pesto's detained by 
security - can't make 
the sauce without it 
(5)

17 No amount of land 
can cover charitable 
Londoners (5)

18 Having exhausted 
Midlands town's 
Dutch spirits, Romeo 
slipped into robe and 
got high (9)

19 Fruit picker ignored 
British walker (6)

21 Poles grab beer and 
Pepsis regularly by 
the sea (8)

24 Recent malaria cases 
initially affected 
seven countries (7,7)

25 Hardy fish at mouth 
of Seine swims west 
(8)

26 Stages brief series of 
lectures about 
principle of 
subsidiarity (5)

Down

1 Nicaea synods 
arranged Christian 
feast (9,3)

2 Cricket club hosts 
tight main tie fit for 
Hollywood (9)

3 Hidden away, without 
keeping dry, 
overturned caution 
(5)

4 Renaissance man put 
on a Shakespeare 
work - started late and 
Henry had no 
presence (9)

5 Sample of rising 
antibodies indicates 
possible consequence 
of them being 
ineffective (4)

6 Man, I hear you 
playing bugle - what a 
blast! (9)

7 Craig's other half's a 
Bergman character 
(5)

9 Flaring lasts, 
spreading streaks 
across the sky (7,5)

13 Primitive cheese 
beginning to mature, 
becoming Cashel 
Blue ultimately (9)

14 Weirdo's face down 

in clutches of 
monster, no closer to 
rescue - could be 
toast! (9)

16 Result of software 
company being 
limited in function (9)

20 Crude David (5)

22 Fell, losing money by 
the sound of it, in 
Belgium. (5)

23 Birds rise up leaving 
site of miracle (4)


